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Scribe Online 
Integration Service (IS)

CLOUD INTEGRATION - MAKING THE COMPLEX, SIMPLE. 

At Scribe, we set out to make complex cloud integration simpler for companies and to 

create value faster. We did this by creating an intuitive visual interface for IS inspired by 

a programming language developed for children! The new interface makes integration 

accessible to people without deep IT programming backgrounds, freeing up valuable senior 

engineering resources, speeding implementations and reducing total cost of ownership (TCO).

Next, it needs to work everywhere, right now.  Scribe Online IS takes care of this with a true 

cloud platform featuring a cloud agent, as well as, an optional premise based agent.

Finally, it needs to be collaborative. Today’s integration challenges often involve different 

departments, IT resources and implementation vendors. Everyone needs to work together 

seamlessly to develop the most effective cross functional integrations. IS offers invite, de-invite 

and other collaborative features within the service to make working together easy.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION SERVICES 

IS delivers seamless and secure integration of your customer data with critical business 

applications such as CRM, ERP, 

Sales and Marketing Automation.  

Updates to customer information 

are captured and reflected in 

all relevant systems ensuring 

customer data is always current 

and accurate across  

the organization.

KEY FEATURES  

Cloud-based Console 

Invite & De-invite Users  

Usage Monitor  

Scheduling  

Cloud Agent 

On-Premise Agent 

Bidirectional Data 
Integration 

Process Definition Editor  

Query Builder 

Field Transformation 
& Formulas 

Multi-operation 

Update Source 

Preview & Debugger 

Fuzzy Matching

Scribe Online offers an advanced visual process definition editor.

Integration Services (IS) brings 
your customer data anywhere 
it’s needed so your applications 
can create business value 
faster. IS simplifies complex 
cloud integration, enabling your 
organization to deliver accurate 
information across systems quickly 
and consistently without software, 
coding or maintenance. 



Technical Requirements 
For the most up-to-date requirements, visit www.scribesoft.com/TechnicalRequirements. 
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MAKING YOUR INTEGRATION A SUCCESS 

The IS wizard guides users  through the process of defining an integration, eliminating the 

need for custom coding and IT maintenance.  Users choose from a basic field mapping 

screen for simple integrations or an advanced process definition editor with custom 

queries, if-then logic, source and target lookups, for each child loops, and the ability to 

update source rows based on data returned from the target. Guiding you through the 

process, our online training, extensive documentation and free live technical support help 

you through each step in the process.

PARTNERS BENEFITS 

Scribe Online IS offers partners the ability to speed the development of new integrations and to 

package applications, integrations, and services into relevant solution bundles that can be resold 

to target industries.  Generous partner programs that include training, co-marketing and technical 

support are available for Independent Service Vendors (ISV), System Integrators (SI) and Value 

Added Resellers (VAR).

TRY IT FREE 
Scribe IS packages include a predictable monthly cost and 

flexible contracts that allow for annual or monthly billing cycles. 

But before signing up, try it free for 15 days with no obligation 

at www.scribesoft.com/free-trials.

LEARN MORE 
There is so much you can do with Scribe Online IS. Join us for 

live webinar to learn more about Scribe Online IS. Register at 

www.scribesoft.com/webinars.

Scribe Online offers basic drag and drop field mapping.


